All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Hawthorn (*Crataegus spp*., 2n = 2X = 34), belongs to the *Rosaceae* family and is mainly distributed in North America, Europe, Asia and other temperate regions of the northern hemisphere\[[@pone.0229020.ref001]\]. China is one of the centers of origin of hawthorn berry-trees, and the species are widely cultivated in the provinces of 'Shandong,' 'Shanxi,' 'Liaoning,' and 'Hebei'. Hawthorn is a typical edible and medicinal plant \[[@pone.0229020.ref002]--[@pone.0229020.ref003]\] with important value both as table fruit and in processing. Hawthorn berries contain a variety of essential nutrients and micronutrients; to date, more than 150 distinct compounds have been detected, which is of great value for product development and research \[[@pone.0229020.ref004]--[@pone.0229020.ref008]\]. As an important index of fruit quality, fruit appearance and texture directly affect the nature of the fruit as a market commodity and its storability.

Like other perennial woody fruit-trees, hawthorn has a long growth cycle and a complex genetic background; most agronomic traits related to yield, dimensions, nutrition quality, storage ability, and disease resistance are quantitative traits, i.e., they are controlled by multiple genes. Traditional breeding strategies usually require a long time and breeding efficiency is poor. Therefore, QTL-mapping based on molecular genetic mapping can provide an important reference for marker-assisted selection of important economic traits of hawthorn, whereby breeding cycles could be significantly shortened\[[@pone.0229020.ref009]\].

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers are third-generation molecular markers that refer to sequence polymorphisms caused by the variation of a single nucleotide on the genomic sequence. SNP markers are abundant and widely distributed in most species, with good genetic stability and high accuracy. In recent years, the development of next generation sequencing technology has greatly promoted the development of SNP markers for wide use in genetic diversity and evolutionary analysis, genome association analysis, high-density genetic map construction and QTL mapping of many species \[[@pone.0229020.ref010]--[@pone.0229020.ref014]\]. RAD sequencing was one of the major strategies to develop SNP markers. It was a technology of reduced-representation genome sequencing (RRGS), with the advantages of simple operation, low experimental cost, high throughput and independent of any genome information \[[@pone.0229020.ref015]--[@pone.0229020.ref017]\]. Until now, RAD sequencing has been applied to many species. Pfender et al.\[[@pone.0229020.ref015]\] conducted RAD-seq based on two parents and 191 of their hybrid offspring and then constructed a linkage map. Finally, three QTLs related to ryegrass rust disease were discovered. Wang et al. \[[@pone.0229020.ref018]\] constructed a high density linkage map that contained 1522 SNP markers for sesame based on RAD-seq, and discovered 50 QTLs related to sesame stem length and seed coat color. In recent years, many researchers of fruit trees have also reported genetic map construction based on RAD sequencing technology. Sun et al.\[[@pone.0229020.ref019]\] constructed the linkage maps of apple cultivar 'Jonathan' and 'Golden Delicious' based on RAD-seq, containing 2017 and 1932 SNP markers, respectively, and discovered 12 QTLs related to fruit weight, fruit firmness, sugar content and fruit acidity; Similarly, Wu et al.\[[@pone.0229020.ref020]\] constructed a high density linkage map for pear by using RAD-seq. The integrated map contained 3143 SNP markers, which were then were used for QTL mapping of 11 important agronomic traits of pear, namely length of pedicel, single fruit weight (SFW), soluble solid content, transverse diameter (TD), vertical diameter (VD), calyx status, flesh color, juice content, number of seeds, skin color, and skin smooth. Further, Zhao et al.\[[@pone.0229020.ref021]\] constructed a high-density linkage map that contained 2748 SNP markers for jujube, and Zhu et al.\[[@pone.0229020.ref022]\] constructed a highly saturated linkage map for grape containing 70061 SNP markers in the integrated map. The construction of these linkage maps will prove beneficial for fine QTL mapping of important agronomic traits of these fruit trees in the future. Up to present, only two previous reports focused on genetic maps for hawthorn, one based on SRAP markers and the other based on 2b-RAD sequencing. The linkage maps constructed in these two reports were both for hawthorn cultivars 'Damianqiu' and 'Qiujinxing'\[[@pone.0229020.ref023]--[@pone.0229020.ref024]\].

Compared with other woody fruit-trees, studies on high-density genetic mapping of hawthorn are extremely limited in terms of both quantity and quality; furthermore, QTL mapping related to important agronomic traits, such as fruit TD, VD, SFW, pericarp brittleness (PB), pericarp puncture hardness (PPH), and average sarcocarp firmness (ASF) of hawthorn has not been carried out; overall, this has greatly limited molecular-assisted breeding in hawthorn.

In this study, hawthorn cultivars 'Shandongdamianqiu' and 'Xinbinruanzi' were used as parental material for intraspecific hybridization. Both parents and 130 hybrid offspring were used for SNP detection based on RAD-seq. The objective of our study was to construct a high density genetic linkage map for hawthorn, and based on this genetic linkage map, we tried to conduct QTL mapping for six important agronomic traits which related to yield, dimensions, and storage ability of hawthorn berry. Based on our result, the research will lay a solid foundation for molecular-assisted selection of hawthorn for breeding purposes.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Plant material and phenotype determination {#sec003}
------------------------------------------

Parents and hybrid offspring are obtained from the Hebei Normal University of Science and Technology (Qinhuangdao, China). Based on field observations over many years, female parent 'Shandongdamianqiu' and male parent 'Xinbinruanzi,' showed significant differences in berry dimension and firmness, yield, storage ability, and resistance to environmental stress. Crossings were conducted in 2010 and the seeds produced were sown in 2011; in all, 374 hybrid strains were grown, among which 130 hybrid individuals were randomly selected and used for the construction of a high-density maps and fruit phenotype detection. 1) SFW representing an average of 20 representative fruits with normal growth and development from the periphery of the crowns of 130 mapping population plants at fruit ripening was measured by an electronic balance. 2) Fruit TD and VD were measured by a Vernier caliper, and results are presented as the average of 20 berries. 3) PB, PPH, and ASF were determined with a texture analyzer (SMS model TA.XT Express Texture Tester).

Twenty fruits were selected from each of the 130 individuals. The diameter of the probe was 2 mm, and fruit puncture was carried out at a speed of 0.5 mm/s until a depth of 2 mm was reached by the probe. After puncture, fruits were returned to their initial position at a speed of 10 mm/s. PB represents the deformation distance of epidermal rupture and is inverse to the deformation. Generally, the smaller the deformation distance, the more obvious the PB. Pericarp resistance to puncture represents the maximum force applied during probe penetration through the pericarp. Average sarcocarp hardness represents the average force applied during probe penetration into the sarcocarp. Spearman correlations between traits were analyzed using SPSS16.0 software.

Library construction for sequencing {#sec004}
-----------------------------------

Young, healthy leaves were collected from the two parents and the 130 selected individuals. The leaves were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. Genomic DNA was extracted by a modified CTAB method \[[@pone.0229020.ref025]\]. DNA concentration and quality were detected using a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). TaqI restriction endonuclease (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) was used to digest qualified DNA of each individual and then barcoded P1 adapters (Illumina, USA) were ligated to the TaqI restriction site for each individual. Thereafter, samples were pooled in proportional amounts for shearing to an average size of 500 bp with a Bioruptor (Diagenode, Liège, Belgium). Sequencing libraries were constructed randomly with a total of 24 samples per library. Fragments ranging from 300 to 500 bp were extracted by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and then ligated with the P2 adapter (San Diego, CA, USA). The constructed library was amplified by PCR with Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), and the running conditions were: 98°C for 2 min, followed by 13 cycles at 98°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 15 s, and a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. Finally, samples of each selected individual were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq^TM^ platform with the Illumina PE150 strategy.

Development of SNP markers and construction of a genetic-linkage map {#sec005}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Raw reads were assigned to individual samples according to their nucleotide barcode using the axe pacakage \[[@pone.0229020.ref026]\]. Reads of low quality, including reads with \>10% nucleotides with a quality value \<30 (0.1% sequencing error), were trimming or discarded by fastp software \[[@pone.0229020.ref027]\]. Burrows-Wheeler Aligner software \[[@pone.0229020.ref028]\] was used to align clean reads from each sample against the reference genome (<https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org_Mdomestica>) under default mapping parameters. Molecular markers were called using the GATK pipeline, which considers indel-realignment and mark-duplication, and calls variants across all samples simultaneously through the HaplotypeCaller program in GATK 3.8.0 \[[@pone.0229020.ref029]\], the minimum minor allele frequency (MAF) was 0.05, and maximum call rate was 0.90.

The population type was cross pollinators (CP), representing a cross between two heterozygous diploid parents. There are five segregation types of CP populations (lm×ll, nn×np, hk×hk, ef×eg, and ab×cd), and three segregation types were genotyped. The marker code 'lm×ll' represents markers with first parent heterozygous and second parent homologous, 'nn×np' represents markers with the first parent homologous and the second parent heterozygous, and 'hk×hk' represents markers with both parents heterozygous. Considering genotyping error, the SNP markers were filtered by the following criteria: the expected segregation ratio of 'lm×ll' and 'nn×np' was 1:1, 'hk×hk' was 1:2:1; Chi-squared was calculated, and the threshold P-value was set to 0.05; The sequencing depth of the two parents was higher than 10×, and that of the offspring was higher than 5×; the lower depth genotype was set as missing. Finally, any locus with more than five missing data was filtered. The qualified markers were then used to construct paternal and maternal linkage maps using the JoinMap 4 software \[[@pone.0229020.ref030]\]. An LOD score cut-off of 5.0 was used to determine linkage groups. Map distances (cM) were converted using recombination frequencies through the Kosambi mapping function. The integrated map was generated by integrating the parental maps based on the shared markers using MergeMap \[[@pone.0229020.ref031]--[@pone.0229020.ref032]\] with a map weight a 1.0. The visualized linkage maps were subsequently drawn using MapChart 2.2 \[[@pone.0229020.ref033]\].

QTL mapping of fruit phenotypic data {#sec006}
------------------------------------

QTL mapping was conducted by combining fruit phenotype data and high-density integrated linkage map using QTL mapping software MapQTL 5.0.\[[@pone.0229020.ref034]\] Interval mapping strategy was used for QTL mapping analysis; QTLs were scanned in each linkage group at an interval of 1cM, QTLs were detected with a LOD threshold ≥3.0.\[[@pone.0229020.ref035]--[@pone.0229020.ref036]\] The percentage of variation was explained corresponding to the peak LOD in this study; software MapChart2.2 was used to draw the QTL interval\[[@pone.0229020.ref033]\]. The QTL region contains the marker related to peak LOD and its flanking markers which LOD ≥3.0.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Fruit phenotype identification {#sec008}
------------------------------

Fruit traits distribution is shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0229020.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0229020.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All phenotypic traits showed continuous variation and seemed to be typical QTLs. The average value of hybrid offspring fruit TD, VD and PB were 20.52mm, 18.47mm and 1.13mm, the minimum value were 15.27mm, 15.11mm and 0.86mm, the maximum value were 24.69mm, 22.75mm and 1.57mm; The value of SFW was ranged from 1.99g to 7.35g, and the average value was 4.11g; the value of fruit PPH and ASF were ranged from 2.47N to 11.84N and 0.03N to 8.18N, with the average value of 5.98N and 2.53N. Some transgressive segregation individuals were detected for each trait. Among them, PB, PPH, and average sarcocarp hardness were the most prominent. There was no significant correlation between average sarcocarp hardness, SFW and fruit VD. The correlation between fruit TD and SFW was the most significant (r = 0.960), followed by the correlation between fruit transverse and VD. In addition, there was a high correlation between PPH and average sarcocarp hardness (r = 0.792) and a significant negative correlation between PPH and PB (r = −0.651) ([Table 1](#pone.0229020.t001){ref-type="table"}).

![Phenotypic distribution of hawthorn hybrid population crossed from 'Shandongdamianqiu' and 'Xinbinruanzi'.\
"Shandongdamianqiu" and "Xinbinruanzi'.](pone.0229020.g001){#pone.0229020.g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0229020.t001

###### Phenotypic correlation coefficients between the traits of hawthorn berries produced by crossing 'Shandongdamianqiu' with'Xinbinruanzi'.

![](pone.0229020.t001){#pone.0229020.t001g}

        TD           VD           SFW          PB           PPH         ASF
  ----- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ----------- ------
  TD    1.00                                                            
  VD    0.832\*\*    1.00                                               
  SFW   0.960\*\*    0.900\*\*    1.00                                  
  PB    -0.497\*\*   -0.519\*\*   -0.457\*\*   1.00                     
  PPH   -0.432\*\*   -0.338\*\*   -0.296\*     -0.651\*\*   1.00        
  ASF   -0.271\*     -0.199       -0.169       0.330\*\*    0.792\*\*   1.00

Note: 'TD', 'VD', 'SFW', 'PB', 'PPH' and 'ASF' represent 'fruit transverse diameter', 'fruit vertical diameter', 'single fruit weight', 'pericarp brittleness', 'pericarp puncture hardness' and 'average sarcocarp firmness' respectively.

'\*\*'and '\*' represent significance at P\<0.01 and P\<0.05.

Raw data analysis and development of SNP markers {#sec009}
------------------------------------------------

In all, 209.05 G data were obtained by analyzing the two parents and 130 hybrid offspring. Average data size was 1.58 G. In total, 708,798,612 clean reads were obtained, 13,116,028 for the female parent 'Shandongdamianqiu' and 13,305,74 for the male parent 'Xinbinruanzi.' The clean read distribution of the 130 hybrid offspring is shown in [Fig 2](#pone.0229020.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Clean reads number distribution of 130 hybrid offspring.](pone.0229020.g002){#pone.0229020.g002}

The GC content and Q30 were 37.15% and 94.68%, respectively, for the female parent ('Shandongdamianqiu'). For the male parent ('Xinbinruanzi'), GC content and Q30 were 37.14% and 94.63%, respectively. The sequencing depths of 'Shandongdamianqiu' and 'Xinbinruanzi' were 5.07 and 5.14, respectively, and that of the 130 hybrid offspring is shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0229020.g003){ref-type="fig"}. After standard filtering, 6386 SNP markers were achieved and used to construct genetic linkage maps. The number of different genotype markers is shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0229020.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Table](#pone.0229020.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Sequencing depth distribution of 130 hybrid offspring.](pone.0229020.g003){#pone.0229020.g003}

![Number of different genotype markers.\
lm×ll represent the markers used for female map construction and the order was male×female, nn×np represent the markers used for male map construction and the order was female×male, hk×hk represent the markers contained by both of the parents.](pone.0229020.g004){#pone.0229020.g004}

Genetic-linkage map construction {#sec010}
--------------------------------

Before constructing the integrated map, the maps for female and male parents were constructed, and the number of markers, distance between adjacent markers, and gaps in the same linkage group were determined. The female parent contained the marker with the type of lm×ll and hk×hk, male parent was constructed with the marker type nn×np and hk×hk ([S3 Table](#pone.0229020.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These two separate parental linkage maps were integrated into an integrated linkage map based on the common markers shared by the two parents ([S4 Table](#pone.0229020.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

For female parent 'Shandongdamianqiu,' 2657 SNP markers (containing 711 co-segregating markers and 276 marker bins) were distributed in 17 linkage groups with a total map length of 2689.65 cM. The length of the linkage group was between 109.34 and 217.77 cM. The shortest and longest linkage groups were LG8 and LG5, respectively. The number of markers per linkage group was between 22 and 237 ([Table 2](#pone.0229020.t002){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0229020.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The average genetic distance of adjacent markers in these genetic maps was 1.01 cM. Among the 17 linkage groups, the average genetic distance of adjacent markers ranged from 0.60 to 5.91 cM. The percentage of Gap≤5cM in 17 linkage groups ranged between 55.00% and 97.87% ([Table 3](#pone.0229020.t003){ref-type="table"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0229020.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0229020.t002

###### Marker distribution and total genetic length of 17 linkage groups.

![](pone.0229020.t002){#pone.0229020.t002g}

  Linkage group ID   Maker Number   Genetic distance(cM)                              
  ------------------ -------------- ---------------------- ------ --------- --------- ---------
  LG1                92             318                    385    146.91    187.28    123.68
  LG2                168            254                    401    117.39    129.49    124.83
  LG3                115            179                    284    111.65    150.36    120.83
  LG4                193            220                    401    194.11    149.61    147.93
  LG5                101            242                    318    217.77    163.04    195.07
  LG6                139            221                    335    213.12    122.94    131.79
  LG7                22             193                    213    124.01    154.90    154.28
  LG8                111            226                    322    109.34    194.95    127.48
  LG9                161            213                    338    184.80    173.59    184.99
  LG10               167            229                    384    211.85    127.25    169.99
  LG11               162            262                    385    119.38    181.87    127.52
  LG12               234            233                    447    182.49    148.77    175.71
  LG13               237            312                    517    159.92    163.20    128.86
  LG14               174            174                    329    164.69    128.27    192.06
  LG15               163            270                    416    145.30    125.81    124.83
  LG16               198            275                    443    119.13    131.79    106.76
  LG17               220            267                    466    167.79    125.29    133.41
  Total              2657           4088                   6384   2689.65   2558.41   2470.02

10.1371/journal.pone.0229020.t003

###### Average genetic distance of adjacent markers in 17 linkage groups.

![](pone.0229020.t003){#pone.0229020.t003g}

  Linkage group ID   Average genetic distance(cM)   Percentage of Gap≤5cM(Max Gap)                                          
  ------------------ ------------------------------ -------------------------------- ------ --------------- --------------- ---------------
  LG1                1.61                           0.59                             0.32   93.59%(12.17)   98.33%(8.59)    99.66%(6.03)
  LG2                0.70                           0.51                             0.31   92.09%(11.03)   98.55%(9.80)    96.70%(10.04
  LG3                0.98                           0.84                             0.43   89.80%(10.58)   96.60%(10.03)   95.73%(10.25)
  LG4                1.01                           0.68                             0.37   94.27%(21.09)   95.63%(9.04)    98.79%(15.87)
  LG5                2.18                           0.68                             0.62   91.21%(16.37)   97.60%(10.17)   98.21%(13.38)
  LG6                1.54                           0.56                             0.39   92.24%(18.62)   97.63%(9.76)    98.48%(9.65)
  LG7                5.91                           0.81                             0.73   55.00%(16.90)   98.73%(5.72)    98.86%(5.69)
  LG8                0.99                           0.87                             0.40   88.76%(11.09)   97.14%(26.71)   96.84%(20.00)
  LG9                1.16                           0.82                             0.55   94.24%(23.54)   94.38%(10.54)   97.44%(22.41)
  LG10               1.27                           0.56                             0.44   93.75%(19.51)   98.92%(7.48)    99.06%(13.50)
  LG11               0.74                           0.70                             0.33   92.54%(10.55)   97.06%(10.59)   98.37%(21.57)
  LG12               0.78                           0.64                             0.39   95.96%(9.99)    97.96%(10.03)   98.94%(6.61)
  LG13               0.68                           0.52                             0.25   97.46%(10.98)   99.19%(6.38)    99.76%(5.18)
  LG14               0.95                           0.74                             0.59   97.01%(17.08)   97.28%(9.33)    98.50%(14.34)
  LG15               0.90                           0.47                             0.30   97.20%(18.26)   100.00%(4.86)   99.72%(5.16)
  LG16               0.60                           0.48                             0.24   93.17%(10.18)   99.52%(5.68)    97.42%(10.07)
  LG17               0.77                           0.47                             0.29   97.87%(13.22)   99.53%(9.30)    99.74%(10.06)

Note: Percentage of Gap≤5cM represents (the number of intervals with less than5cM) / (total number of intervals).

A total of 4088 SNP markers (containing 1305 co-segregating markers and 483 marker bins) were anchored into 17 linkage groups of the male parent 'Xinbinruanzi' and the total genetic length was 2558.41 cM. The genetic length of each linkage group ranged from 122.94 to 194.95 cM; the longest was LG8 and shortest was LG6. Marker number of markers per linkage group ranged from 174 to 318; LG14 contained the smallest number and LG1 contained the largest number ([Table 2](#pone.0229020.t002){ref-type="table"}, [S2 Fig](#pone.0229020.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Average genetic distance between adjacent markers in the 17 linkage groups was 0.63 cM; the longest average genetic distance between adjacent markers was LG8 and shortest were LG15 and LG17with average genetic distance of 0.87 and 0.47 cM, respectively. The percentage of Gap≤5cM in the 17 linkage groups ranged between 94.30% and 100.00% ([Table 3](#pone.0229020.t003){ref-type="table"}, [S2 Fig](#pone.0229020.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

All recombination events were integrated based on the 359 common molecular markers shared by the female and the male parents to obtain the integrated map. During the integration, 361 markers from female and male parent maps were dropped. Finally, a total of 6384 SNP markers(containing 1919 co-segregating markers and 732 marker bins) were anchored into 17 linkage groups of integrated map with a total map distance of 2470.02 cM. The genetic distance of each linkage group ranged between 106.76 and 195.07 cM, among which, the shortest and longest linkage groups were LG16 and LG5, respectively. The number of markers per linkage group ranged from 213 to 517; LG7 contained the smallest number and LG13 contained the largest number ([Table 2](#pone.0229020.t002){ref-type="table"}, [Fig 5](#pone.0229020.g005){ref-type="fig"}). The average genetic distance between adjacent markers in the 17 linkage groups was 0.41 cM, the longest average genetic distance between adjacent markers was recorded for group LG7 and the shortest for group LG16 with average genetic distance of 0.73 and 0.24 cM, respectively. The percentage of Gap≤5cM in 17 linkage groups was between 95.73% and 99.76% ([Table 3](#pone.0229020.t003){ref-type="table"}, [Fig 5](#pone.0229020.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Marker distribution and genetic length of integrated map.\
Centimorgans (cM) indicated the genetic length of vertical scale. Black lines represent mapped markers. LG1--17 represents corresponding linkage groups.](pone.0229020.g005){#pone.0229020.g005}

QTL mapping {#sec011}
-----------

A total of 25 QTLs were identified based on the integrated map and phenotypic data ([Table 4](#pone.0229020.t004){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 6](#pone.0229020.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Two QTLs were related to SFW in LG13 and were designated as SFW1 and SFW2. These explained 19.0--21.8% of the variance; the co-segregated molecular markers were chr5_12621976 and chr14_28230882; two more QTLs were related to fruit VD in LG13 and were designated as VD1 and VD2. These explained 18.1--24.3% of the variance and the co-segregated molecular markers were chr5_20336798 and chr14_28230882. Three QTLs were related to fruit TD in LG13 and were designated as TD1, TD2, and TD3; these explained 20.9%, 21.4%, and 19.4% of the variance, respectively. The co-segregated molecular markers were chr5_12621976, chr5_13033674, and chr12_30774038. Six QTLs were related to PPH; they were located in LG4, LG8, LG12, and LG15 and were named as PPH1, PPH2, PPH3, PPH4, PPH5, and PPH6. The variance they explained ranged from 17.7% to 25.2%. The co-segregated molecular markers were chr9_8217939, chr16_17501604, chr14_9820648, chr2_32713790, chr2_13241735, and chr11_33148988. Five more QTLs were related to PB and they were located in LG8, LG12, and LG13, and were named as PB1, PB2, PB3, PB4, and PB5. The variance they explained ranged from 18.1% to 32.2%. The co-segregated molecular markers were chr15_44435105, chr16_8716833, chr13_22602325, chr2_11966150, and chr14_28230882. Additionally, seven QTLs were related to ASF and they were located in LG4, LG5, and LG10 and named as ASF1, ASF2, ASF3, ASF4, ASF5, ASF6, and ASF7, and the variance they explained ranged from 19.3% to 35.0%. The co-segregated molecular markers were chr9_4803043, chr13_1302262, chr13_467216, chr12_25140899, chr12_26705309, chr12_23919622, and chr12_25334013.

![QTL mapping of hawthorn fruit traits.\
Different colors represent different traits. TD', 'VD', 'SFW', 'PB', 'PPH' and 'ASF' represent 'fruit transverse diameter', 'fruit vertical diameter', 'single fruit weight', 'pericarp brittleness', 'pericarp puncture hardness' and 'average sarcocarp firmness' respectively.](pone.0229020.g006){#pone.0229020.g006}

10.1371/journal.pone.0229020.t004

###### QTL mapping results for hawthorn fruit trait of \'Shandongdamianqiu\'×\'Xinbinruanzi\'.

![](pone.0229020.t004){#pone.0229020.t004g}

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Traits   QTL\       LG       Position\        Co-segregated\   Peak\   *R*^*2*^(%)   allele\
           location            (cM)             marker           LOD                   configuration^a^
  -------- ---------- -------- ---------------- ---------------- ------- ------------- ------------------
  SFW      SFW1       LG13     67.58            chr5_12621976    3.34    19.0          lm×ll

  SFW2     LG13       124.66   chr14_28230882   3.9              21.8    nn×np         

  VD       VD1        LG13     66.17            chr5_20336798    3.17    18.1          hk×hk

  VD2      LG13       123.66   chr14_28230882   4.42             24.3    nn×np         

  TD       TD1        LG13     67.58            chr5_12621976    3.71    20.9          lm×ll

  TD2      LG13       90.73    chr5_13033674    3.83             21.4    lm×ll         

  TD3      LG13       125.66   chr12_30774038   3.42             19.4    nn×np         

  PPH      PPH1       LG4      108.12           chr9_8217939     3.11    18.0          nn×np

  PPH2     LG8        10.84    chr16_17501604   3.85             21.8    hk×hk         

  PPH3     LG8        123.98   chr14_9820648    4.45             25.2    nn×np         

  PPH4     LG12       18.03    chr2_32713790    3.89             22.0    lm×ll         

  PPH5     LG12       110.60   chr2_13241735    4.12             23.2    lm×ll         

  PPH6     LG15       86.23    chr11_33148988   3.04             17.7    nn×np         

  PB       PB1        LG8      12.81            chr15_44435105   3.13    18.1          lm×ll

  PB2      LG8        88.86    chr16_8716833    4.97             27.2    nn×np         

  PB3      LG12       30.11    chr13_22602325   5.56             29.9    lm×ll         

  PB4      LG12       105.80   chr2_11966150    6.07             32.2    nn×np         

  PB5      LG13       123.66   chr14_28230882   3.42             19.7    nn×np         

  ASF      ASF1       LG4      108.27           chr9_4803043     3.45    19.8          lm×ll

  ASF2     LG5        156.86   chr13_1302262    3.5              20.1    nn×np         

  ASF3     LG5        165.64   chr13_467216     6.73             35.0    nn×np         

  ASF4     LG10       8.00     chr12_25140899   3.48             20.0    lm×ll         

  ASF5     LG10       47.54    chr12_26705309   3.35             19.3    nn×np         

  ASF6     LG10       101.51   chr12_23919622   3.43             19.7    lm×ll         

  ASF7     LG10       131.71   chr12_25334013   3.63             20.7    lm×ll         
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: 'TD', 'VD', 'SFW', 'PB', 'PPH' and 'ASF' represent 'fruit transverse diameter', 'fruit vertical diameter', 'single fruit weight', 'pericarp brittleness', 'pericarp puncture hardness' and 'average sarcocarp firmness' respectively. ^a^The allele configuration (male× female) of nearest marker as coded in JoinMap.

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

Selection of parents and raising of the hybrid population for RAD-seq {#sec013}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As a key step in genetic-linkage map construction, the female and male parent to use for the construction of the mapping population is very important and the fertility and genotype separation within the hybrid offspring should also be taken into account. Therefore, parents with significant genetic differences should be preferred. In this study, these two factors were both taken into account. For female parent 'Shandongdamianqiu,' berries were oblate, larger, and the average fruit weight was about 15 g; further, fruit texture and seeds were very hard and showed good storability. Additionally, 'Shandongdamianqiu' showed higher environmental adaptability and resistance to a variety of pests and diseases. In contrast, fruit size of male parent 'Xinbinruanzi' was smaller, with average fruit weight about 1.5 g, fruit texture and seeds were very soft and thereby, vulnerable to many pests and diseases. A large number of F1 generations were produced by the hybridization of the two parents, indicating a good interspecific hybridization affinity. Further, many fruit traits showed significant differences. Therefore, the specific, constructed hybrid population may provide an important source of material for genetic and QTL mapping research of quantitative traits of hawthorn.

The advantage of SNP marker and high density linkage map construction for hawthorn {#sec014}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A variety of molecular markers can be used to construct a genetic map in botanical studies, such as RAPD, RFLP, SRAP, AFLP, and SSR \[[@pone.0229020.ref037]--[@pone.0229020.ref048]\]. However, the efficiency of linkage-map construction by the traditional molecular markers is not very high \[[@pone.0229020.ref049]\] Furthermore, the limited number of markers in these genetic maps may affect their application. Compared with the molecular markers mentioned above, SNP markers are more widely and uniformly distributed in most species, with high genetic stability and accuracy. Moreover, with the development of NGS technology, the difficulties encountered in large-scale SNP development have been solved \[[@pone.0229020.ref050]--[@pone.0229020.ref051]\]. High-density linkage map construction in our study indicated that RAD-seq can be applied to develop large-scale SNP markers and construct high-density molecular genetic maps for some species without reference genome, and in the same time greatly shortens the sequencing cycle and reduces the cost of marker development.

The construction of a high-density genetic map is the key step for QTL mapping of quantitative traits and has been widely used in studies on many plants and animals \[[@pone.0229020.ref016],[@pone.0229020.ref052]--[@pone.0229020.ref055]\]. To date, there are only two reports on genetic map construction in hawthorn. Wang et al. \[[@pone.0229020.ref023]\] first constructed the genetic maps for hawthorn cultivars 'Damianqiu' and 'Qiujinxing' by using SRAP markers and 92 hybrid offspring. However, the number of markers in these genetic maps was very low, and the average genetic distance between adjacent markers was very large, which was not suitable for fine QTL mapping. Furthermore, SRAP markers also showed poor repeatability and stability in linkage map construction \[[@pone.0229020.ref023]\] and not considerable for constructing genetic maps of other hawthorn cultivars. Zhao et al. constructed other genetic maps by using 107 hybrid offspring of the same population and 2b-RAD technology and a total of 3894 SNP markers were achieved in the integrated map \[[@pone.0229020.ref024]\]. Compared with the genetic maps constructed by SRAP markers, marker number and density were significantly improved, while the 2b-RAD tags used for SNP marker detection were only 33 bp, which was not conducive to primer design of selected markers.

In this study, the RAD tags used for SNP detection were 150 bp, and the number of hybrid offspring was 130. The genetic distance of the female parent map was 2689.65 cM, containing 2656 SNP markers; conversely, the genetic distance of the male parent map was 2558.41 cM, containing 4085 SNP markers. Compared with the previously reported maps, the number of markers and the map quality were greatly improved.

Although there remain many larger gaps in some linkage groups, this may be caused by an insufficient number of polymorphisms of markers, missing data, or heterozygosity of the parents \[[@pone.0229020.ref056]--[@pone.0229020.ref059]\]. Therefore, measures should be taken in the future to further narrow these regions, such as increasing the number of sequenced individuals and sequencing depth.

QTL mapping and QTLs co-location {#sec015}
--------------------------------

In this study, we found that two or more QTLs related to different traits were located in the same region, such as QTLs PPH1 and ASF1, which were related to PPH and ASF and were both located in the same region in LG4. QTLs PPH2 and PB1, which were related to PPH and PB, were co-located in LG8. TD1, VD1, and SFW1, which were related to fruit TD, VD, and SFW, were co-located in LG13. Similarly, PB5, TD3, VD2, and SFW2 were also co-located in LG13 ([Fig 6](#pone.0229020.g006){ref-type="fig"}). In our study, only three QTLs showed high LOD values (\>5.0), while the majority were near the threshold. This may be due to drawbacks \[[@pone.0229020.ref060]--[@pone.0229020.ref061]\] of IM strategy when used for QTL mapping. However, some QTLs related to fruit TD, VD, and average SFW were closely mapped and consistent in our study. These results can somewhat validate the reliability of our QTL results.

For berry traits QTL research, Wu et al., 2014 conducted QTL mapping for pear fruit TD, VD and SFW, interestingly, they found that QTLs related to these three traits were co-located in LG17 and the overlapping region was ranged from 11.3cM-25.6cM \[[@pone.0229020.ref020]\], this was similar with our result associated with hawthorn fruit TD, VD and SFW. Until now, there is no report about QTL mapping of fruit pericarp brittleness, pericarp puncture hardness and average sarcocarp firmness. For the co-located QTLs, similar results were reported in a study of glucose and fructose content in grapes by Chen et al.,\[[@pone.0229020.ref052]\] who found that the QTLs which related these two traits were co-located in LG14 of the grape linkage map. The correlation between glucose and fructose content was very high. In our study, some of the traits were also highly correlated ([Table 1](#pone.0229020.t001){ref-type="table"}). For example, fruit TD, VD, and SFW were more highly positively correlated, and some QTLs that were relative to these three traits were co-located in LG13. PPH and ASF were also highly positively correlated, and some QTLs related to these two traits were also co-located in LG4. Besides, PB and PPH were highly negatively correlated, and some QTLs related to these two traits were co-located in LG8. PB was significantly negatively correlated with fruit TD, VD, and SFW, and the QTL PB5 was co-located with TD3, VD2, and SFW2. This may because these traits are regulated by the same unique gene. For example, gene GW2, which encodes E3 ubiquitin ligase in rice, can simultaneously regulate grain size, yield, and spike length \[[@pone.0229020.ref062]\]; similarly, gene DWARF27 encoding an iron-containing protein, can simultaneously regulate tiller number and plant height in rice \[[@pone.0229020.ref063]\]. In *Arabidopsis thaliana*, flowering-related gene CO can simultaneously regulate the time of lignin extension \[[@pone.0229020.ref064]\]. QTLs related to fruit VD, SFW, and ASF were not found to be co-located, and the correlations between them were not significant.

In total of 61 annotated genes were selected according to our QTL mapping result, the annotated gene number related to the six traits was ranged from 2 to 22 ([S5 Table](#pone.0229020.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among these genes, pectinesterase gene was preliminarily selected as the candidate gene. Previous researches have reported its function in fruit development and firmness \[[@pone.0229020.ref065]--[@pone.0229020.ref066]\]. The transcription factor family *MYB*, *ERF*, *NAC* and *WRKY* were widely exist in plant, and played important role in plant growth and development \[[@pone.0229020.ref067]--[@pone.0229020.ref071]\]. In our study, some transcription factors were selected based on our QTL result, including *MYB114*, *ABR1*, *NAC71* and *WRKY33*. Until now, these is no research reported their role in fruit development and firmness, our result may provide a reference for functional study of these genes in the future.

Conclusions {#sec016}
===========

Compared with the hawthorn genetic maps previously reported, the number of SNP markers was greatly improved in this study, and to our knowledge, this is the highest density genetic map of hawthorn ever constructed. This achievement lays a solid foundation for fine QTL mapping of important agronomic traits of hawthorn in the future.

In this study, we first performed QTL mapping for hawthorn fruit traits including, SFW, fruit transverse and VDs, PB, PPH and average sarcocarp hardness. A number of QTLs related to these traits were found. To ensure the accuracy of the QTLs achieved, we will continue to assess these traits for years to come and then conduct QTL mapping based on the constructed genetic map. There are no studies on QTL mapping for important agronomic traits of hawthorn. Therefore, this study will be an important reference for molecular-assisted selection of hawthorn for breeding in the future.
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